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Moderno LED Ceiling Lamp

Price 700.08 Euro

Availability Available

Shipping time 14 days

Number 1563

Manufacturer SKOFF

Product description
SKOFF is a Polish manufacturer and successful at the international fair. In its current offer has a lot to offer LED lighting.
Hanging lamp, and the lamp standing next series Moderno Elegante is a prestigious product of a collection dedicated to luxury
interior. We are happy to buy the owners of hotels, apartments, modern offices. Interested of her all customers seeking
elegance, beautiful illumination effect and complement specific arrangements.

It is worth noting that the structure, despite the airy delicate nature is stable and durable. The lamp is mounted on the ceiling
in an interesting way, with a few lines. The longest aluminum parts are hidden LED module emits a long streak of white light.
The color is a choice between the option of hot and cold. Power consumption is 50W, which with dimensions the lamp saves
on electricity consumption.

The lamp is broad, sustained aluminum-glass module measures 120cm. This unusual combination is 15,6cm deep and high at
50-100cm. Glass interesting to reflect light, presenting a unique play of light and shadow. Geometric shapes are pure showy
elegance. The light is scattered so as not to cause discomfort eyes.

Interior lighting trends evolve. Today is a huge range of products to choose from. For several seasons we experience on the
one hand an explosion of unbridled forms on the other hand minimalism and prudishness. We believe that the second option
is more universal and timeless, which is why we decided to add lights Moderno to our offer.
  Product description: LED Lamp for decorative and accent lighting

Advantages: Long life
Low power consumption
Robust design
Material: Glass and Aluminum

Application: luxurious apartments
spacious interiors
modern offices
hotels
public utility buildings

Available types

Colour of light Light temperature[K] power consumption [W] Light flux [lm] Index
warm white 3000 - 3500 50 1800 MO-LWI-B-H
cool white 4500 - 5500 50 1800 MO-LWI-B-W

Technical data

Supply voltage: 230V AC

Ingress Protection
Rating:

IP20

Light source: LED

Protection class: I

Commercial data

Device weight: 5,4 kg

Device dimensions: Height: 500-1000 mm, Length: 1200 mm, width: 156 mm

Warranty period: 24 mo.
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This product has additional options:

Light color: Warm white , Cold white
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